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Herewith, plum attached clips from my fills, is information 
available to date on two Chicago wiretappers who worked for 
Hunt on mysterious Phoenix, Arizona, assignment. 

They are described as a couple of Jewish boys who had a 
"half ass" partnership between themselves to make and sell 
electronics gear for the investigative trade. Bernie Gordon 
was the electronics wizard, even though the enclosed clips 
credit Mike Stevens for producing the equipment for Watergate. 
Source says Stevens is reel "mope" and that Gordon is the 
brain who does the bug and tap work. 

At one time they operated Al3Vtronic Laboratories, 4152 
North Weetern Avenue. They also had offices at 1745 West 
Devon. They changed names and addressers frequently. 
(Note different addresses cited in clips from those 
I list.) 

Lett known address we have for Gordon is 4827 North Sheridan Road, 
Apartment 706, Chicago, phone (312) 973-6708. We have a source 
attempting to contact Gordon and learn more from him. I am 
having a couple other people check them outitoo. 

However, I really don't have much confidence that enybhing 
solid will come of it. Stevens sounds like a con man...and 
he's supposed to be the stupid of the pair. 

Let me know if the names mean anything to you...-.or to Fensterwald 
on a different basis from that put forth in 	MarkslIstoriea, 

Inasmuch as you are in Maryland, if I were you I would be most 
interested in thesallegl-em4mx suicide last May of Rep. Mills. 
Could that have been a precursive tie-in with Agnew problems? 
Did you note item in Parade of 10/7 which alleges that Sen. 
Scott's man in GSA may have had a hand lip in dredging up 
charges against Agnew? You no doubt have noted more and more 
attention on Hughes-Nixon connections in the press. With a 
disenchanted Maheu on the loose, who knows what might be 
revealed. 

At km last some voices are beginning to be heard against the 
invidious Agnew-Kerner "impeach me, don't indict me" argument'. 
I have no doubt that ultimately etiei the contrary and correct 
"no man is above the law" doctrine will be reasserted in the 
courts and, I would hope, extending through the Rffft Presidency. 
But maybe I hope for too much, 

Best, 


